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Aromatherapy and Massage
Karrie Osborn
Aromatherapy, a process utilizing the
purest essence of a plant, is a
4,000-year-old technique that has
enhanced the health of everyone from
modern-day pop divas to the scholars of
ancient Greece. The art of massage has
its own deeply rich roots, with even Plato
and Socrates touting the value of
hands-on bodywork for good health.
Separately, these two therapeutic
traditions hold individual prowess in the
realm of personal health and well-being.
Together, however, they become a
formidable health alliance that can
address not only a person's physical
health, but the health of the mind and
spirit as well.

Let's see how it works. Essential oils are
extracted from herbs, flowers, and
plants with the intent to improve a
person's health and well-being.
Addressing everything from arthritis to
whooping cough, effects of the
approximate 3,000 oils found globally
can range from sedative to stimulating
and antibacterial to antispasmodic. The
benefits derived from aromatherapy
during a massage come in part from the
contact the essential oil has on our skin,
but even more so how it affects us when
it's inhaled and absorbed through the
soft-tissue linings of our nose and
mouth.
The scientific explanation suggests that
the essential oil's molecules, when

When we are
unable to find
tranquility
within
ourselves, it is
useless to seek
it elsewhere.
-La Rochefoucauld
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What essential oil is your favorite?

A Natural Complement

Our senses were designed to work best
in conjunction with one another. Our
sense of taste would not be as acute
without our nose lending its support to
the process. Our auditory senses might
seem hollow if we weren't gifted with
sight as well. Indeed, there exists a quiet
partnership between all our five senses
that's built on synergy.
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inhaled, lock onto receptor cells at the
back of the nose, sending an
electrochemical message to the brain's
limbic system. This message appears to
trigger
memory
and
emotional
responses, causing messages to be sent to
other parts of the brain and body. "In
this way," says aromatherapist Danila
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Mansfield, "the production of euphoric,
relaxing, sedative, or stimulating
neurochemicals is stimulated."
Judith
Fitzsimmons
and
Paula
Bousquet, authors of Aromatherapy
Through the Seasons, say the use of
essential oils creates a multifaceted
effect: "The real beauty of aromatherapy
is that it works on a cellular and physical
level and also in the emotional,
intellectual, spiritual, and aesthetic areas
of your life."
It's really quite amazing when you think
about it. Imagine an area the size of a
small apricot pit, a 1-inch square area,
filled with millions of sensory neurons
that can capture, process, and store
10,000 odors. This is our olfactory
system at work, and part of its job is to
create a personal history for us based on
scent, says clinical aromatherapist
Ava-Marie Lind-Shiveley. "None of our
other senses so well establishes a memory
database." She says our response to scent
is both physiological and psychosomatic.
"Within an instant of smelling an
aroma, we can be sent back to the first
moment we were introduced to it."

and all the years we have lived. The
odors of fruits waft me to my Southern
home, to my childhood frolics in the
peach
orchard.
Other
odors,
instantaneous and fleeting, cause my
heart to dilate joyously or contract with
remembered grief."
If you decide to do some personal
exploration into the world of scent
therapy, proceed with due caution in
both the quality of the oils you buy and
how you dose and administer them.
There is a dichotic nature inherent in
aromatherapy. It is gentle, yet powerful;
subtle, yet intense. There are essential
oils strong enough to cause miscarriage,
but there also are many oils safe enough
to use on infants. The key is knowing
how to utilize nature's gifts to provide
the best, most effective therapeutic
collaboration possible. Talk with your
massage therapist about incorporating
the science of aromatherapy into your

sessions or ask about a referral to an
aromatherapist in your area.
Karrie Osborn is contributing editor to Body Sense.
Balancing
Bay Laurel, Cedarwood, Geranium
Clarifying
Juniper, Lemon, Peppermint
Comforting
Bergamot, Frankincense, Rose
Energizing
Eucalyptus, Grapefruit, Rosemary
Focusing
Angelica, Sweet Basil, Lime
Sedating
Chamomile, Clary Sage,Patchouli
Uplifting
Lavender, Orange/Mandarin, Pine, Tea
Tree

By enabling us to recognize, revisit,
and/or reclaim these various emotions
and memories, aromatherapy allows
another avenue of access for healing
during a bodywork session. It creates a
path through which the somatic
experience can find its full strength.
When the powerful effects of
aromatherapy are combined with
massage, it can take us to another level,
say aromatherapy educators Shirley and
Len Price. "When, during a massage,
the touch of the therapist is combined
with the mental and physical effects of
the essential oils, the client is helped to
achieve a temporary separation from
worldly worries, somewhat akin to a
meditative state." Helping clients reach
this level of relaxation is a primary goal
of
massage
therapists
and
aromatherapists alike, so it makes sense
that a partnership could beautifully
exist.

A Scent Journey

"Scent is not simplistic," Lind-Shiveley
says. "It is voluminous." She illustrates
this point with a quote from Helen
Keller: "Smell is a potent wizard that
transports us across thousands of miles
Aromatherapy has roots in ancient cultures.

Footprints for Health
You walk on them all day, but did you
know your feet do more than carry you
from one place to the next? They also
have a unique connection to balanced
health and well-being. In a form of
bodywork known as reflexology, the feet
are said to contain reflex areas that
mirror and connect to all parts of the
body--and pressure on these points can
actually influence your state of health.
Reflexology is viewed primarily as a stress
reduction or relaxation technique.
Using the thumb, finger, and hand,
gentle pressure is applied to reflex areas
of the feet in order to decrease stress
and bring the body into equilibrium.
Although simplistic in application, the
effects of the treatment can be
profound. Through activation of nerve
receptors in the hands and feet, new
messages flood into the body system,
changing its tempo and tone. In essence,
the foot or hand becomes a conduit for
sharing information throughout the
body. Function in the connecting area is

improved and, at the same time, the
body experiences overall relaxation and
benefits to the circulation and
elimination systems. When the body's
systems are at optimal functioning,
self-healing is enhanced.
Scientific studies have documented the
benefits of reflexology for a variety of
ailments, ranging from reduction of
pain, improvement in circulation, and
release of tension, to improved
effectiveness of medication, as well as
benefits for diabetes and headaches.
In this sense, reflexology is not a
medical treatment for specific symptoms
or diseases, but rather a way to facilitate
the body's inherent healing power.

Treat your feet, and body, to reflexology.

Hot or Cold for Injuries?
How to Know Which is Best for You
Art Riggs
We all know that treating an injury
immediately after it happens can help
minimize the pain and damage as well as
facilitate recovery. But after rolling your
ankle in a soccer game, or hurting your
back when lifting your toddler, or
tweaking your knee when stepping out of
your car, what's best? Should you ice it
to try to control inflammation, or would
heat be better to promote circulation?
While it's difficult to establish a fail-safe
rule for when to apply ice or heat, the
general directive is to use ice for the first
forty-eight to seventy-two hours after an
acute injury and then switch to heat.

It Depends

The reality is that many conditions are
not necessarily the result of a specific
injury. I call these conditions "recurrent
acute" and find them by far the most

common: sciatica that occurs when you
drive a car; a back that flares up every
time you garden; or tennis elbow from
intense computer work. In these cases,
consistent and frequent applications of
ice may prove very helpful over long
periods
of
time,
particularly
immediately after experiencing the event
that causes problems.
Conversely, back or other muscle spasms
caused by overexertion rather than
injury may benefit greatly from heat
immediately upon the onset of
symptoms or immediately after exercise
in order to relax the muscles and
increase circulation. Also, muscle belly
pain not resulting from acute and
serious trauma generally responds well
to heat, which can break the spasms and
release the strain. On the other hand,
nerve and tendon pain--regardless of

the duration of symptoms, even if you've
been
experiencing
them
for
months--benefit from ice.

What Works for You

The bottom line: different individuals
will constitutionally vary greatly in their
reactions. Some people are more prone
to the types of inflammation exacerbated
by heat, while others find their bodies
contracting and tightening at the mere
mention of ice. Try each option and pay
close attention to how your body and
mind respond, and let your gut be your
guide. Ultimately, what works best for
you is, well, what's best for you.

Keeping your
body healthy is
an expression of
gratitude to the
whole cosmos the trees, the
clouds,
everything.
-Thich Nhat Hanh

Start the new year out right. Take care of you! Massage
Maintenance Programs available for you. Regular Monthly
Massages can help you acheive Balance and Wellness for
you, your body and your mind! Enjoy a full hour massage
every month for just $50 per month. Everybody kneads a
massage.....even you!
Please call the office and ask details today. 419-874-4640.
Upcoming Classes:
Reinventing Healthcare
Date: February 16th
Cost: Free
Essential Perfumes
Make and Take Rollerball Class
Date: February 21st
Cost $15
Rollerball Mentality
Make and Take Rollerball Class
Date: February 28th
Cost $15
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